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COKE  AS  A FUEL FOR DOMESTIC PURPOSES * 

by 

C. E. Baltzer ** 

Iry RODUCTORY. 

Notwithstanding the approach of Spring, with the promise of warmer 

weather just ahead, our heating worries are still with us, and therefore, 

a short talk on "Coke as a :Fuel for Domestic Purposes"  may  yet be of in-

terest to you. 

During the past fer years there has been such a marked increase in 

the use of coke for domestic purposes, that this fuel bids fair to become 

a serious rival of anthracite, which has long been regarded as the standard 

fuel for this purpose at least, in the provinces of Ontario and Quebec. 

The demand for coke ras primarily stimulated by the recurrent shortages 

of anthracite and the higher prices demanded for this fuel , and since 

then, in a certain measure, by better appreciation and understanding, on 

the part of the householder, of its merits and use as a domestic fuel. 

Prepared fôr broadcasting through Radio Station C. N.  R. O.;  Ottawa,  
March 25th., 1929, with the approval of B. F. Haanel, Chief, Division lf 
Fuels and Fuel Testing - by permission of the Director, Mines Branch. 

** Assistant Engineer, Division of Fuels & Fuel Testing. 
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A fer years ago when coke was  not so well known for this purpose neny people 

were, rithout due cause, prejudiced against its use. Happily, this prejudice, 

to a large extent, has been turned to praise by most people w ho  have given 

coke fuel a fair trial, a fact which augurs well for its increased popularity. 

CCKE A SUBSTITUTE 
FCR ANIURACITE. 

In general, it may be said, that of all fuels available as substitutes 

for American Anthracite, coke is, sc far as we knau, the best for Canadian 

conditions when all the factors concerned are taken into consideratien. It has 

none of the disadvantages that the public associate with its use, except its 

greater bulk, which should not be a serious drawback, provided the heater in 

which it is used has a firebox of ample capacity. Coke is a clean, amckeless 

fuel; more readily adapted for use in present house heating equipment than 

any other substitute; and, ccntrary to goneral opinion, it will last as long in 

a fire as the same weight of anthracite coal, requiring no mare attention 

than anthracite coal, when properly used; and in addition, may  be obtained 

at a lower price than the domestic sizes of anthracite. For these reasons 

an increasing number of householders prefer it to anthracite for both 

heating and conking purposes. 

TWO KINDS OF COKE. 

Crke is the solid residue resulting from the dry distillation of soft 

coals of certain classes. It cnnsists chiefly of carbon and ash which re-

nains after the volatile gases have been distilled from the raw coal, and is 

produced either in retorts or ovens. Retort coke is sometimes called gas 

house coke, or more connenly gas coke; rhile oven coke, which is produced 

either in beehive or by-product ovens, is commonly called metallurgical or by-

product coke. Mien gas is  made  by the retort method, gas coke is produced, a 

certain amount of which is available for domestic use. Generally speaking, 
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with this process gas is the primary product, and the resultant coke is really 

à èy-prèduct which is usunlly disposed of locally. On the other hand,.uith 

the beehiVe or the by-product oven process, coke is the p&imnry object, nad 

the gas and other products are incidental to the production of coke. 

ELKKERENCES TU GAS 
AHD BY-PRODUCT  COKES.  

Although  coke made by these vnrious processes from any given coal rill 

be chemically very similar, there exists a difference in physical characte-

ristics, which is of great importance. Atsence of volatile  natter in coke 

fuels makes them harder to ignite than bituminous or semi-bitrminous coals; 

moreover, due to the harder and denser structure Of by-product coke it 

is more difficult to ignite than gns ecke. These properties also enable 

by-product coke to uithstand a great deal of handling uithout appreciable 

breakage and production of fines, and to hold n fire for n longer period than 

gas coke. Fiirthermore, in the use of gas coke closer furnace regulation rill 

be required than with ly-preduct coke. In general, houever, these t ,;7o cokes 

behave in exactly the same manner uhen burned in the ordinary domestic fur-

'lace, with the exception that gas coke nul  ignite a little more readily and 

will burn more freely than le-product coke. 

CHARACTERISTICS 
CF COKE. 

Coke is a light porous fuel, having a weight per cubic  foot  of a little 

more than half that of American Anthracite, and a heating value equal to the 

anthracite now being sold in Ontario. It is evident, therefore; that in 

order to supply the same amount of heat, the volume of coke charged to the 

furnace at one time must be about trice that of anthracite. Coke fuel igni-

tes much more readily, and forms a mere porous fuel bed than anthracite, and 

therefore, uhen once burning freely, requires less draught to support com-

bustion. Furthermore, it may be said that the characteristics of coke fuel 

just mentioned have a very definite bearing on the design and operation of 
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the heater in rhich it is te be burnt. 

FURNACE BEST SUITED 
- TO COKE 

On account of the large volume of coke fuel which it is necessary to 

charge into the heater at one time, the hot-air furnace is better suited for 

burning this fuel than the hot-rater boiler, since the main difference between 

the tro heaters, so far as the burning of coke is concerned, is that 

in the hot-air furnace, with a high radiation dome above the fire-pot, there 

is more space for fuel than in the hot-rater boiler, which has the first 

water section resting directly on top of the fire-pot, in which position it 

is close to the top of the fire. Fùrnaces equipped with a coil over the 

fire-pot for heating the dcmestic hot water supply should have this coil 

removed or placed as high as possible above the fuel bed, before an attempt 

is made to burn coke in them, otherwise, there will not be sufficient room 

to charge the quantity:of fuel required for one eight-hour fire period, 

which is the usual interval allored between firings. 

USE OF COKE. 

rhen using either gas or by-nroduct  coke the sane general nethod of 

procedure is followed as when burning anthracite coal, except that the 

draughts are kept more nearly shut, and a thin layer of ashes, 3 or 4 inches 

thick, is allowed to remain on the grates in order to protect them, and to 

reduce still further the draught through the fuel bed. When building a 

coke  fire use paper and kindling in the usual manner, and when this is burn-

ing briskly charge 3 or 4 shovelfuls of coke directly on top of the burning 

rood, leaving the draughts and fire-door grid wide open until this coke is 

well ignited. Then ccmpletely fill the fire-pot with coke - all it will hold - 

and rait until blue flames appear over the top of the fuel bed. Immediately 

on the first shcring of red through the fuel bed regulate the danpers 
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so that the fire will suPply a steady heat output to keep the houe comforta-

ble for the weather conditions prevailing. Such a fire should last for 

eight hours without further attention. 

When the fire needs renlenishing, first open the draughts, then gently 

shako  or rock the  grates until a red gloe appears in the ash-pit, and again 

completely fill the fire-pet with coke. If, horever, very little live fuel 

reenins on the grates after shaking, it will first be necessary to fire a 

small quantity of coke and let it become well ignited before putting in the 

nain charge, after which proceed as before mentioned. 

In order that a coke fire will last for a long time  it is necessary to 

completely fill the rire-pot and combustion space rith coke. Since no tro 

heaters have exactly the same operating characteristics, no hard and fast 

rules can be given for the draught settings. Therefore, some experimentation 

is necessary in order to determine the proper settings for each installation. 

}forever, by using a little care the most suitable conditions can readily be 

- 
found. 	• 

RULES.  

If the following simple rules are follored with ordinary care, the use 

of coke should give complete satisfaction, provided there are no existing pecu-

liarities in your particular heating system rhich ndlitate against the use of 

this fuels Of course, in giving these instructions it  must  be assimed that you 

have a heating plant of proper size, properly installed. 

(1) Puy only clean, unifornly-sied coke -.never mdx different grades of 

coke. Fer small fire-pots the coke should be about nut size, where-

as for larger fire-pots stove or egg size may be satisfactorily used. 

(2) Regular attention should be given to the fire, preferably by only 

one member of the family. 

(3) Lt all times carry a deep fuel bed; when firing, completely fill 
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the firo-Dot. Do not be afraid to pile the coke in. It is a mistaken 

idea to assume that a loW fire effects an economy. The chances are 

that you will burn more coke by being niggardly about it than you will 

by being generous. 

(4) lifter the fire is started use nS little draught as possible, con-

sistent with the combustion rate necessary for the prevailing 

weather conditions. 

(5) Keep two or three inches of ashes  on the grates, and in mild 

weather increase the depth of this layer. This serves to protect 

the grates and also to reduce the draught through the fuel bed. 

(6) Do not shake your fire too often, too long, or too violently, 

especially in mild weather. Generally, one shaking a day is suf-

ficient, except in extreme weather. 

(7) Keep the ash-pit clear of ashes to protect the grates from being 

warped or burne out. The use of coke wdll not harm your grates, 

as some people think; nothing will cause your grates to burn out 

except your own carelessness in not following this instruction. 

(8) Provide mcans for supplying mristure to the atmosphere of the 

house. This mny be done with hot-air furnaces by keeping the wa-

ter-pan filled with water; with hot-water boilers other means must 

be provided, such as placing pans of water on the radiators. 

SIMARY. 

To sum up, it mny be said that coke is a good domestic fuel, clean and 

smokeless, having anproximately the sane heating value as present-day anthra-

cite, and a nuch greater useful heating value than soft coal, peat, lignite, 

wood, etc., when used in the average hot-air furnace or hot-water boiler.' 

In addition, coke may be purchased at a lower price than anthracite, and 

this fact will ennble the winter's fuel bill to be reduced. Tests show con-

clusively that coke  has  a useful heating value equivalent to anthracite and 
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is superior to many other fuels when used in domestic furnaces, Coke fuel 

is bulky, and therefore, if it is required to operate the furnace for eight 

hours without attention, a large amount of fuel must be fired. If it is re-

quired to crerate the furnace for twelve hours without attention the fire-

tot should be completely filled. The bin for storing ccke fuel must  be 

about double the size required for the same weight of anthracite. Diffi-

culty may at first be experienced in controlling the fire - either it will 

burn through tor quickly, or else it will  go out because of too little 

draught, or because of too thin a fuel bed. The proper draught settings 

commensurate with the proper combustion rate for the weather conditions pre-

veiling at the time can be determined only by trial. Within limitsi however, 

the smaller the size of the coke used, and the more compact the fuel bed, the 

more easily the fire can be controlled. 

The Mines Branch, Department of Mines, Ottawa, will shortly issue a 

pamphlet on "The Use of Gas and By-Product Cokes for Domestic Heating Purpo-

ses"; copy of which mny be obtained free on request by those interested. 


